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PHILIPPINES – OPERATIONS UPDATE 
Drilling-Workover Progress 

 
SERVICE CONTRACT 44 (100%), Onshore Cebu, Philippines 
 

GUMAMELA-1 

As of Midnight, Monday, 8th January, 2013 (Sydney DST) electric logging operations had been completed 

over the open hole section in Gumamela-1. No significant porosity or reservoir development is evident in 

either the Cebu Limestone or the underlying Oligocene age clastic sediments. The well has been drilled to 

a depth of 1,051.6 metres KB (3,450 feet KB) to within a dominantly claystone and siltstone with minor 

sandstone Oligocene age formation immediately below the Cebu Limestone.  It has been decided to plug 

and abandon Gumamela-1. The current operation is preparing to set cement plugs. 

 

FORWARD PLANS 

MALOLOS-1: The Company is now focused on completing the workover and testing of Malolos-1, which 

it plans to complete over the next 4-6 weeks. Rig-1 is conducting this work and operational updates will be 

provided by ASX release when relevant information becomes available.  

 

Oil (39° API) was recovered on several drillstem tests conducted over the gross interval 2,185-2,233 

metres when the Malolos-1 well was originally drilled and tested in 1960. Sustained production from these 

oil bearing sandstones was not established at that time. We are attempting to access these same oil 

reservoirs and conduct tests to try and establish commercial oil production. 

 

Malolos-1 workover operations were suspended in late 2011 when “junk” was encountered at the bottom 

of the hole precluding testing of the main oil bearing sandstone intervals. The forward plan is to perforate 

and flow test the lower oil bearing sandstone intervals followed by the shallower sandstone reservoir 

intervals that have been interpreted as being gas bearing, based on both the cased-hole and open-hole 

wireline logs. 

 

Rig-1 has re-entered Malolos-1 with a mill bit and it is today preparing to mill out the “junk” in the hole. 

The rig has experienced some mechanical delays. Oil and gas have been circulated out of the hole during 

the current operations. 
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 Malolos-1: Oil Targets for Workover and Testing Operations 

 

EXPLORATION DRILLING: Jacob-1 and Gumamela-1 provide new, relevant geological information that 

impacts the technical soundness of the Ilang prospect. The recently acquired geological information from 

Jacob-1 and Gumamela-1 will now be integrated into a review of the Ilang prospect and a decision made 

whether to drill Ilang-1.  

 

The crew from Rig-2 will now go on break and the rig placed on stand-by. The drilling crew has worked 

continuously since commencing Jacob-1 drilling operations in October, 2012. 
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